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ABSTRACT

The aim of this scoping review was to present an overview of the existing epidemiological evidence in retired male and female elite rugby players regarding the prevalence rates of musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, neurocognitive, psychological and gynaecological health conditions. A systematic search was carried out across MEDLINE (via PubMed), SPORTDiscus (via EBSCOhost), PsycINFO (via EBSCOhost) and EMBASE for musculoskeletal (eg, osteoarthritis), cardiovascular (eg, hypertension), neurocognitive (eg, dementia) and psychological health (eg, disordered eating, alcohol misuse) conditions in retired elite male and female rugby players. Primary research studies describing the prevalence rates of health conditions in retired elite male and female rugby players written in English, Dutch or French and with full text available online were included. Five hundred and seventy-three citations were originally identified and 16 studies were ultimately included in our review. No studies on health conditions in retired elite female rugby players were found. Four individual studies showed there was a significant higher prevalence rate of osteoarthritis in retired elite male rugby players compared with control groups. Various neurocognitive health conditions were investigated and showed, among others, a prevalence rate of 57% for mild cognitive disorder. The prevalence of self-reported depression and hazardous alcohol use in retired elite male rugby players was significantly higher than in control groups matched for age and education. Our review found relatively high prevalence rates of musculoskeletal health conditions such as osteoarthritis and psychological health conditions such as depression and hazardous alcohol use in retired elite male rugby players. More research needs to be conducted to understand better the health conditions of retired elite rugby players, especially among retired elite female players.

INTRODUCTION

Rugby is a popular high-speed collision sport played mainly in two variations worldwide: rugby union and rugby league (both referred to as rugby hereafter). As a result of the physical demands of professional rugby and the psychological demands of training and performing at an elite level for extended periods, rugby players experience various physical and psychological challenges during their playing days.1-7 Rugby has one of the highest injury rates of all sports,1 and elite rugby players are more likely to sustain serious injuries that require hospitalisation and surgery than athletes from non-contact sports.2 The most-reported injury in professional rugby is concussion, followed by upper/lower back and knee ligament injuries.7 There have also been several reports of rugby players experiencing cardiovascular health problems (eg, cardiac arrest) during professional rugby matches.4-6 At the same time, there is evidence that more than a quarter of professional rugby players will experience depression and anxiety symptoms over 12 months.7

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ Rugby has one of the highest injury rates of all sports and elite rugby players are likely to sustain serious injuries.
⇒ The most-reported injury in professional rugby is concussion while active elite rugby players also experience various musculoskeletal and psychological health conditions.
⇒ Elite male rugby players experience various health challenges after ending their playing careers.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ There are no studies on the prevalence of health conditions in retired elite female rugby players.
⇒ Multiple studies show symptoms of psychological health conditions, such as self-reported depression and hazardous alcohol use, and osteoarthritis are prevalent in retired elite male rugby players.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ More research on the health conditions of retired elite rugby players needs to be conducted to provide a clearer picture and raise awareness of the health challenges former players are likely to face.
⇒ The findings from this scoping review could be of value to all stakeholders in rugby to ensure better care and assistance for retired rugby players.
union) and health. Scientific research on the prevalence of health conditions in retired elite and amateur rugby players is less readily available than on current players. The existing evidence denoted that retired elite male rugby players experience various problems in the following areas: musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, neurocognitive and psychological. In particular, the neurocognitive health of retired athletes has received increasing attention in recent years as a result of high-profile cases of retired athletes experiencing neurocognitive problems and as the advances in neuroscientific research have shed light on the long-term effects of repetitive head trauma. Identifying the nature and extent of available research evidence on the prevalence of health conditions in retired elite male and female rugby players is essential in understanding their health challenges and needs related to postsport care and assistance.

This scoping review aims to present an overview of the existing epidemiological evidence in retired male and female elite rugby players regarding the prevalence rates of musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, neurocognitive, psychological and gynaecological health conditions. This scoping review constitutes the first step of a more extensive research project to enhance a transitioning health examination for retired elite male and female rugby players in South Africa. The identified gaps in knowledge can also guide future studies on the areas where more research needs to be conducted. The findings from this scoping review could be of value to all stakeholders in research needs to be conducted. The findings from this scoping review could be of value to all stakeholders in rugby to ensure better care and assistance for retired rugby players.

METHODS

Design

This scoping review was based on the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) framework, which is underpinned by the Arksey and O’Malley framework. The scoping review was written with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) extension for Scoping Reviews Checklist.

Databases

We selected the following databases for the search: MEDLINE (via PubMed), SPORTDiscus (via EBSCOhost), PsycINFO (via EBSCOhost) and EMBASE.

Search strategy

A systematic search was carried out across the selected electronic databases. The keywords (and synonyms) used in all the databases were ‘rugby’, ‘retired’ and ‘health conditions’. Where appropriate, the MeSH terms for the various keywords were used for MEDLINE. The Boolean command ‘OR’ was used to combine synonyms and was also used between different disorders in each health domain. The keywords (and synonyms) were combined using the Boolean command “AND.” The search strategy was customised for each database and is outlined in online supplemental appendix S1A.

Inclusion criteria

The following inclusion criteria were defined and applied:

- Retired elite male and female rugby players who participated at the highest or second highest national or professional levels.
- Studies describing the prevalence rates of health conditions such as musculoskeletal (eg, osteoarthritis, OA), cardiovascular (eg, AF), neurocognitive (eg, dementia), psychological (eg, nutritional behaviour, disordered eating, irritability, sleep, smoking, alcohol misuse) and gynaecological (eg, reproduction, menstruation, hormones).
- Primary prospective and retrospective research studies, cross-sectional studies and case–control studies.
- Studies written in English, Dutch, or French.
- Studies with full text available online.

Source selection

Author JLR and coauthor FA conducted the search on 22 September 2022 (MEDLINE, SPORTDiscus, PsycINFO and EMBASE) and 15 January 2023 (MEDLINE). All articles were imported to Rayyan—Intelligent Systematic review. After duplicate articles were removed, the lead author (JLR) and coauthor (FA) independently screened the titles and abstracts identified by the search strategy against the inclusion criteria and excluded unsuitable articles (after discussion when appropriate). The full texts of the included titles and abstracts were then read and screened against the inclusion criteria. The articles that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded. Any disagreements on the inclusion of a study were solved by a third reviewer (VG). The selected study’s reference lists were also screened to ensure that relevant articles were not omitted.

Critical appraisal

For evaluation of the quality of the included articles as well as how the articles tried to address bias, the JBI Critical Appraisal Checklist for Studies Reporting Prevalence Data (online supplemental appendix S2B) was used. The checklist contains nine questions to be answered with ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ ‘unclear’ or ‘not relevant.’ The lead author (JLR) and coauthor (FA) independently appraised all included articles. The findings of this process were used to guide the interpretation of the study’s results in the discussion section.

Data charting

A data-charting form was created using Word to include the following information: article details (eg, author(s)), demographics of the study population (eg, age), demographics of the control group if included (eg, age), study design and aim, health domain explored in the study, assessment method of the health condition (eg, questionnaire), and prevalence of health condition in study population and control group. The extracted data were
RESULTS

Search results

The study selection process is described in a PRISMA flow chart (online supplemental figure S1: PRISMA flow chart displaying the study selection process). Following the search, 573 citations were identified and after removing duplicates, 444 remained. After screening the remaining articles a further 391 were removed due to not meeting the inclusion criteria. The full text articles of the remaining 53 studies were assessed for eligibility. Subsequently, 37 articles were excluded due to having the incorrect outcome (6), incorrect population (10), incorrect study design (3), incorrect publication type (16) or the results were presented in another included study (2). Ultimately, 16 studies were included in the scoping review.

All 16 included articles describe studies conducted only among male participants. Nine articles focused on retired rugby union players, five on retired rugby league players and two on retired players from both versions. The studies included participants from various countries: France (2), the UK (6), Australia (4) and New Zealand (1). Two studies included participants from multiple countries, and one did not specify which country the participants were from.

Six articles provided prevalence rates on musculoskeletal health conditions, 2 on cardiovascular health conditions, 10 on psychological health conditions and 6 on neurological health conditions. Several studies reported on combined health conditions while three reported on other health conditions that did not fall into the previously mentioned categories, namely asthma, diabetes, stroke and disabling headaches. No studies on gynaecological health were found.

Critical appraisal

Two studies did not meet the appropriate sample frame of the research problem. Gouttebarge et al focused only on retired elite rugby players who were younger than 51 years of age, while Gallo et al studied participants who were 50 years and older. An appropriate statistical analysis was given in four studies. In the other 12 studies, there was no 95% CI provided with the prevalence rates. In 10 studies, the response rate was not described. The full results of the critical appraisal are presented in online supplemental appendix S3C.

Musculoskeletal health conditions

Six articles described outcomes relating to the musculoskeletal health of retired elite rugby players. Four studies provided prevalence rates for OA (including hand OA, wrist OA and ankle OA), three for pain (including neck, back, joint and hand pain), one article described prevalence rates for joint replacement (including hip and knee replacement) and one provided prevalence rates for chronic orthopaedic problems as well as osteoporosis. The essential information from the six studies is summarised in online supplemental appendix table S1—musculoskeletal health conditions in retired elite rugby players.

The presence of general OA was measured through self-report questionnaires that required participants to indicate if they had been diagnosed with this health condition, and the prevalence range was 51%–60%. Hind et al reported a significant difference in the prevalence of OA in elite retired rugby players (51%) compared with non-contact retired sportsmen (22%) (p<0.05). There was no significant difference in the prevalence of hand OA (4%) and wrist OA (2%) compared with former professional cricket players (hand OA: 2%, wrist OA: 2%). There was also no significant difference in the prevalence of ankle OA (3%) compared with retired professional football players (9%).

Pain was assessed using self-report questionnaires and standardised instruments. Neck pain, assessed with the Neck Disability Index, was significantly more prevalent in retired rugby players (51%) compared with matched controls from the general population (32%) (p=0.01). The prevalence of disabling neck pain was also higher in retired rugby players (3%) compared with the general population (1%). The prevalence of hand pain, assessed with the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) criteria, was significantly higher in retired elite cricket players (20%) compared with retired elite rugby players (10%). Back pain and severe and regular joint pain, assessed through self-report questions, were more prevalent in retired professional rugby players (80%–64%) than in retired amateur rugby players (75%–53%) and retired non-contact athletes (69%–47%). However, no significant difference was indicated.

Joint, knee and hip replacement were measured through self-reported questions that required participants to indicate if they had been diagnosed with this health condition. The prevalence rate of joint replacement was 24%, hip replacement was 15%, knee replacement was 9% and no control group was used in this study.

The prevalence of osteoporosis was assessed by asking if this health condition had been diagnosed by a physician. The prevalence of osteoporosis was 4%, and there was no control group in the study. Chronic orthopaedic problems (no specific definition provided) were examined through a self-report inventory, revealing a higher prevalence rate in retired rugby players (14%) compared with the matched control group (3%); however, no significance value for this difference was provided.

Cardiovascular health conditions

Three articles described the prevalence of cardiovascular health conditions in retired elite male rugby union players. Heart conditions were measured through informed by previous reviews and discussions within the research team.
self-report questionnaires, and prevalence rates for heart problems, cardiovascular disorder and hypertension were provided. The essential information from the three studies is summarised in online supplemental appendix table S2—cardiovascular health conditions in retired elite rugby players. The prevalence rate for heart problems in former elite male rugby players was 18% and hypertension had a prevalence range of 28%–32%. There were no control groups in these studies. Retired elite male rugby players had a prevalence rate of 2% for cardiovascular disorder, while the control group matched for age and social deprivation had a prevalence rate of 21%. 

**Neurocognitive health conditions**

Six articles described the prevalence of the following neurocognitive health conditions: neurological abnormalities, dementia, neurological disease, mild cognitive disorder, cognitive decline, the presence of abnormal cavum septum pellucidum (CSP) and Parkinson’s disease. The studies used questionnaires, standardised assessment tools and MRI scans to obtain information. The essential information from the six studies is included in online supplemental appendix table S3: neurocognitive health conditions in retired elite rugby players.

**Neurological**

Neurological abnormalities were assessed using Japanese Orthopaedic Association scores (JOA scores). A JOA score of 15/17 was the limit value of neurological abnormality. In the study, 1 of the 101 participants had a neurological abnormality, giving a prevalence rate of 1%. The prevalence rate in the control group was not provided.

A prevalence rate of 3% was reported for neurological disease in retired elite rugby players, which was less than the prevalence rate in retired elite sportsmen from other sports (4%). However, the difference was not statistically significant (p=0.763).

Dementia was reported with a prevalence rate of 1% in former rugby players, while the prevalence rate for the control group was not provided. One of 52 participants reported they had been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease (prevalence of 2%), and the prevalence rate in the control group of 29 was 0%.

**Cognitive**

Mild cognitive disorder was assessed with the French Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status, with a score below or equal to 30 considered a mild cognitive disorder. The prevalence of mild cognitive disorder in rugby participants (57%) was significantly higher compared with other retired sportsmen (40%) (p=0.005).

Cognitive decline was assessed with the Informant Questionnaire Cognitive Decline in the Elderly. Cutoff scores indicating likely dementia vary from 3.3 to 3.6 and above. The prevalence of cognitive decline with a cut-off point of 3.88 was 8%, and the prevalence of cognitive decline with a cut-off point of 3.38 was 29%. There was no control group.

An abnormal CSP was measured with an MRI scan, which two raters assessed. A non-significant difference was reported for abnormal CSP in former rugby players (61%), compared with the controls (42%) (p=0.08).

**Psychological health conditions**

Ten studies describe the following mental health conditions in retired elite rugby players: depression, anxiety, stress, distress, sleep disturbance, alcohol misuse, nutrition behaviour, irritability, smoking behaviour and drug use. The studies used questionnaires, and prevalence rates for heart problems in former elite rugby players varied between 5% and 42%. Four described the prevalence of anxiety, while one study described the prevalence rate of depression or anxiety. The prevalence of depression or anxiety was 28% and was measured with the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12). There were no control groups in the studies. The depression prevalence range in the other studies was 6%–49%. One study used the GHQ-12, two used the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS) and one used the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 and three used self-report questionnaires. One study showed a significant difference in self-reported depression prevalence between professional ex-rugby players (49%) and retired non-contact athletes (21%) (p=0.001). In another study, there was a non-significant difference in depression prevalence between professional ex-rugby players (11%) and amateur rugby players (10%) as well as non-contact players (9.5%) (elite rugby vs community rugby, relative percentage 1.1 (95% CI 0.6 to 2.0)) (elite rugby vs non-contact players, relative percentage 0.9 (0.4–1.9)). Two studies described the prevalence of depression in multiple stages. The prevalence of moderate depression was 10%–11% and severe depression was 4%–5%.

The prevalence of anxiety among retired professional rugby players varied between 5% and 42%. A significantly higher prevalence of self-reported anxiety among retired elite rugby players (42%) compared with amateur rugby players (23%) was reported (p=0.009). One study reported a non-significant difference between retired elite rugby players (5%) and community rugby players (8%) (elite rugby vs community rugby, relative percentage 0.6 (95% CI 0.3 to 1.5)), and retired elite rugby players and non-contact sportsmen (7%) (elite rugby vs non-contact sports, relative percentage 0.7 (95% CI 0.2 to 2.2)). One study also reported the prevalence of multiple anxiety stages. This study reported an 8%
prevalence of mild anxiety, 6% moderate anxiety and 5% severe anxiety.

**Stress**
The prevalence of stress was described in one study using the DASS-21. The prevalence rate of retired rugby players with moderate stress was 9%, and severe stress was 6%. Distress was described in one study that used the four-dimensional symptom questionnaire and reported a prevalence rate of 25%.25

**Sleep disturbance**
One study assessed sleep disturbance using the Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System, where a score of 1 or more indicated a sleeping disturbance.25 The prevalence rate in retired rugby players was 28%.

**Irritability**
Irritability was assessed using the Spielberger Anger Expression Scale.25 There was a significant difference in the prevalence of irritability in retired elite rugby players (52%) compared with retired amateur rugby players (42%) (p<0.001). No p value was mentioned for the difference between the prevalence in retired elite rugby players and non-contact athletes (18%).

**Nutrition behaviour**
Nutrition behaviour was assessed with questions about the participants’ eating habits.25 Adverse nutrition behaviour was reported when individuals consumed healthy meals less than 5 days (per week, had irregular eating patterns on less than 3 days per week, had breakfast before 10:30 less than 3 days per week, and had a final meal before 20:30 less than 3 days per week).25 The prevalence of adverse nutrition behaviour was 24%.25

**Alcohol use**
All the studies that described alcohol misuse in retired professional rugby players used the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test.13 24 26 31 32 The two studies that used a value of 5 or above to indicate adverse alcohol behaviour reported 24%–59% prevalence rates.13 25 One study used a value of 8 or above to indicate hazardous drinking and reported a prevalence of 38% in retired elite rugby players.2 This was slightly lower than the prevalence rate in retired community rugby players (40%) (elite rugby vs community rugby, relative percentage 1.0 (95% CI 0.7 to 1.2)), but was significantly higher compared with retired non-contact sport players (25%) (non-contact players vs elite rugby, relative percentage 1.5 (95% CI 1.0 to 2.4)). The two studies that provided multiple breakdown limit values reported prevalence ranges of 46%–54% for hazardous alcohol use, 8%–9% for harmful levels and 9%–15% for high-risk levels.24 32 In both studies, there were significant differences compared with the control groups matched for age and education (p<0.01). Two studies reported the prevalence of multiple levels of alcohol use.26 31 The prevalence of a risky or hazardous level was 36%–37%, a harmful level was 5%, and a high risk was 2%.26

**Smoking, cannabis and drug use**
Adverse smoking behaviour and cannabis and drug use in retired professional rugby players were assessed using a questionnaire.25 26 31 A prevalence rate of 15% was indicated for adverse smoking behaviour.25 The prevalence range for cannabis use in the past 6 months was 2%–5%, and the prevalence of illicit drug use in the past 6 months was 5%–15%.26 31 No control groups were used in the studies.

**Other health conditions**
Three studies described health conditions that did not fit into the above-mentioned categories using questionnaires: asthma, diabetes, stroke and disabling headaches.9 22 28 The essential information from the three studies is included in online supplemental appendix table S5: other health conditions in retired elite rugby players.

Asthma was present in 10% of the retired elite male rugby players,9 diabetes had a prevalence range of 2%–4%9 25 and one study provided the prevalence rate of stroke as 3%.9

The prevalence of disabling headaches among retired rugby players was assessed using the Head Impact Test-6 (HIT-6).22 A headache was considered disabling, with a HIT-6 score of 50. The prevalence rate of 16% in the rugby participants was not significantly different compared with that of participants who played another sport (13%) (p=0.503).22

**DISCUSSION**
This scoping review aimed to present the prevalence of health conditions in retired elite male and female rugby players. No studies on health conditions in retired elite female rugby players were found. There was a higher prevalence rate of OA (51%–60%) in retired elite male rugby players compared with non-contact retired male athletes and former community male rugby players.9 9 The prevalence of cardiovascular disorders in retired elite male rugby players was lower (2%) than the control group matched for age and social deprivation (21%).28 While the prevalence rate for hypertension in retired elite male rugby players was 28%–32%,9 25 Various neurocognitive health conditions in retired elite male rugby players were investigated and showed, among others, a prevalence rate of 57% for mild cognitive disorders.22 The prevalence of self-reported depression in retired elite male rugby players was up to 49% and one study showed the prevalence rate was significantly higher than in retired community male rugby players or retired male athletes from non-contact sports.13 Retired elite male rugby players had a prevalence rate of 5%–49% for anxiety symptoms2 9 13 26 and 46%–54% for hazardous alcohol use.24 32
Our scoping review showed a significantly higher prevalence of OA in retired elite male rugby players (51%) compared with retired non-contact elite athletes (22%). In other literature, this prevalence rate also appears to be much higher compared with the general population. Depending on various factors such as its definition and diagnosis, age, sex and study region, the prevalence of OA ranges from 12% to 22% in the general population. However, hand OA, wrist OA and ankle OA prevalence rates were similar or lower in retired elite male rugby players compared with retired elite cricket and football players. Further research on hip, knee and shoulder OA in retired elite rugby players is required as repeated joint load in rugby likely increases the risk of developing OA. It will be essential for this research to include retired elite female rugby players as this health condition is more prevalent in females than in males.

Our review also found that the prevalence of self-reported depression was as high as 49% in retired elite male rugby players, being significantly higher compared with retired community male rugby players and retired male non-contact sport athletes. In general, depression affects approximately 4% of people, with this rate growing to 5% in adults and 6% in persons over 60 years. In active elite athletes (Olympic or professional), a meta-analysis found a prevalence rate of 34% for anxiety/depression, and among former elite athletes who competed at varsity, professional, national or international level, the prevalence of depression ranged from 5% to 29%. This scoping review also found a similar prevalence rate for anxiety/depression in retired elite male rugby players (28%–29%) compared with active elite rugby players (28%) and retired elite football players (26%–39%).

The findings of this scoping review showed retired elite male rugby players present with a higher prevalence rate for hazardous alcohol use (46%–54%) compared with other former elite athletes (eg, 32% in former elite football players, 19% in former elite athletes from a variety of sports). The limited data on the prevalence rates of neurocognitive and cardiovascular health conditions in retired elite male rugby players makes it difficult to compare these findings to other studies.

This is the first scoping review that presented an overview of the prevalence of health conditions in retired elite male and female rugby players. All 16 included studies focused only on retired elite male rugby players. As there is a difference in the incidence of injuries between male and female rugby players, the results of this review do not apply to retired elite female rugby players. Male college rugby players have a 30% higher incidence of injuries than female college rugby players. The types of injuries also differ between the two groups.

All the studies used questionnaires or interviews to determine the health conditions, which could have affected the accuracy of the prevalence rates. Self-reporting measures could lead to under-reporting certain health conditions or behaviours, such as depression or alcohol use. A systematic review of the prevalence of psychological distress in retired elite athletes found that studies that used a postcareer clinical diagnosis had a higher prevalence rate for depression than studies that relied on self-report measures. As a result, there could be under-reporting of certain health conditions in the studies included in our review.

Selected studies in this scoping review made use of self-reported physician-diagnosed outcomes. As certain diagnoses differ depending on the physician or contexts, different diagnostic criteria or methods may have been used to make certain diagnoses. This could have impacted the prevalence rates for some of the health conditions.

The studies that examined the prevalence of neurocognitive health conditions investigated different health problems, which meant it was impossible to compare these studies’ outcomes. Also, due to the difference in limit values for depression, irritability and alcohol misuse, some results were not comparable.

Assessing the quality of included studies is optional in scoping reviews, however, all included studies were critically appraised using the JBI checklist for prevalence studies. The checklist was created through collaboration between JBI, who are considered leaders in the field of scoping reviews due to their extensive contribution to the advancement of scoping reviews, and other experts. This tool is open to interpretation and does not summarise the quality appraisal into a numeric score, however, all papers were rigorously appraised by two authors and significant methodological issues were highlighted.

No studies providing prevalence rates of health conditions in retired elite female rugby players were found. Therefore, this area requires further research, including studying gynaecological health conditions in retired elite female rugby players. The number of female rugby players increased by 27% between 2017 and 2019 and is expected to continue growing due to the accelerating global development of women in rugby 2017–2025 programme. As a result, an increasing number of elite female rugby players will retire in the upcoming years, which should facilitate further research into this population.

A better understanding of the health challenges of retired elite male and female rugby players is also required, especially during the early years of retirement. Newly retired athletes may be more likely to experience, for example, mental health difficulties. Exploring the difference between the health conditions in retired elite male and female rugby players and the ages at which certain health conditions likely start to develop could also lead to better care for former elite rugby players.
Implications for practice
This scoping review found that elite male rugby players may experience a wide range of health conditions during retirement which could impact their quality of life.47 As a result, former elite rugby players require unique and thorough support during their retirement years. One of the support measures which was developed to improve the quality of life and long-term health of former professional male and female rugby players is the After Rugby Career Consultation (ARCC).48 The ARCC was developed based on scientific evidence and according to the needs of active and retired players, to be implemented as a transitioning health examination for retired elite rugby players. A similar approach has been implemented globally in professional football. A number of key stakeholders in South African rugby, including the South African Rugby Union, MyPlayers and the South African Rugby Legends Association, have allied to trial the ARCC within the context of South African rugby.49

CONCLUSION
This was the first scoping review to present the prevalence of health conditions in retired elite rugby players. No studies on health conditions in elite female retired rugby players were found. Our review found relatively high prevalence rates of musculoskeletal health conditions such as OA and psychological health conditions such as depression and hazardous alcohol use in retired elite male rugby players. More research needs to be conducted to understand better the health conditions of retired elite rugby players, especially among retired female players. More support should also be made available to this population, in particular during their early years of retirement as they transition out of elite rugby
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